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Abstract

Toshiba has developed a project management tool that can be applied to large-scale and

complicated projects such as the outage of a nuclear power station. The project management tool

(Sugar) which Toshiba developed is excellent in operative visibility and extendibility, and has been

developed from the beginning for use in nuclear periodic-inspection project control. Here, the

development circumstances of this project management tool (Sugar) and the feature are described, and

an easy demonstration is provided as an example.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Sugar is the project management tool which also incorporates many cultural aspects of

Japan to make it "friendly" and familiar to the user. It has been jointly developed with Artemis

International Limited. The official name of Sugar is Artemis Sugar™. The copyright regarding

Artemis Sugar™* is held by Artemis International Limited and TOSHIBA CORPORATION.

2. INTRODUCTION OF ARTEMIS Sugar™

2.1. History

The Toshiba nuclear energy division has performed examinations of project management

systems since 1976. The benchmark test of a project management system was performed in

1986, and Artemis was chosen and introduced as Artemis-9000. However, since it was

developed for a main-frame computer, the user interface was inadequate, and handling was

difficult. The input/output operation of activity data required about 2 hours, by the time it

carries out data correction and the output of a bar-chart was obtained, since it was the character

base.

The Artemis Sugar™ was developed by 1994 as GUI software of the project management tool

(Artemis-7000) of the Unix version. This Unix version of Sugar was used for outage schedule

Artemis Sugar™ is a trademark of Artemis International Limited.
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examination of some nuclear plants. Then, the personal-computer version of Sugar is developed

in 1998.

2.2. The purpose of development

The Sugar system was developed with the objective that many of the man-machine interface

difficulties experienced in the past with the main-frame computer version should be improved.

Specific goals included:

* Perform input and edit in a handwritten image.

* A bar chart can easily be created and output by an in -experienced user.

* Treat symbols peculiar to Japan, such as post mark.

* Treat the activity of a time (part) unit.

* Have PERT function and excel in extendibility.

2.3. The function and the feature of Sugar

* Client/Server

client(W95,98/NT client)

server(NT):Artemis 9000/7000

* Performance

24,000 activities

255 resource profiles

grouping : 1600 top groups, 1600 main groups, 4000 sub -groups

* Breakdown

4 levels (Top, Main, Sub, Work)

calendar in each level

resource in 2 level(Sub, Work)

MS explorer style

* Japanese Characteristics

user defined symbols by symbol editor

multiple bar on 1 line

symbols indicate holidays , rest days, time.

milestones (Hotel script-Vertical)

GUI : Graphical User Interface

* Map

move by using mouse

radar function

* Calendar (Work Pattern)

multi work pattern
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minimum time unit: 1 minute

calendar editor

* Multi windows

* Query

Search

Ease of use

warp between windows

various combinations

wild card search

tree views, constrain

various views by grouping (activities , resource...)

layout

critical, save views

* Basic Features

PERT(time analysis : compatibility with Artemis 9000/7000)

resource handling

online help (Japanese)

* Customization

interface files between Artemis 9000/7000

link with other windows based software

A Sugar standard screen is shown in figure-1.

Figure-J Sugar standard screen.
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The newest personal-computer version Sugar (Ver5.0) was demonstrated at the world PC

exposition in October, 1998, and the Makuhari Messe hall.

2.4. Practical use of Sugar

2.4.1. Practical use for periodic-inspection outage period examination

Simultaneously with development, the Sugar was used to examine possibilities for shortening

the periodic-inspection outage for an operational plant.

Subsequently, Toshiba proposed outage period shortening examination consignment

business by the PERT technique using Sugar to some electric-power companies, and received

the order for conducting such examinations.

The handwriting bar chart of a Japanese unit was first begun from changing into PERT figure

of a time unit conventionally. In the case of conversion, an actual-result bar chart needs to be

analyzed and work form, net being working hours, and order being related it become

important. These data were inputted into the Sugar, time analysis was performed, and the

present critical path was clarified. Thereby, the effect of various processes on the critical path

became clear.

A concrete examination of process shortening set up the target schedule (milestone) of

shortening, and was performed by repeating analysis of critical-path work, and examining

measures for shortening the schedule, one by one.

Shortening examination flow is show in figure-2.

In shortening examination, there have to some key points. Shortening examination needs to

take into consideration system operation for plant safety. Even if it is under plant outage,

in-service of cooling water etc. has the system which cannot be stopped in a nuclear power

Outage period Shortening examittation flow

Evaluate the result of each work schedule

Input the shortest schedule of each work
to SUGAR and compose whole outage schedule

Analyze the schedule with SUGAR operation |

N n Simulation
an get target d«ratioiiT Correct Condition

Goal ! Out put

Figure-2 shortening examination flow.
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station. Therefore, the grouping of the activity bar is carried out by system, and it clarifies the

relation of system operation and maintenance works. The next is the resources information on

each activity. There is the necessity that the next considers the "required resources quantity"

and "resources availability" for each activity that are the resources information of a crane and

worker etc.

2.4.2. Application in a power station

The client server system of Artemis Sugar™ TOSHIBA CORP is carrying out introduction

proposal in a nuclear power plant. Personal computer version Sugar (Ver5.0) has already been

used as the schedule and work control tool in power stations of several power companies. A

typical system configuration is show in figure-3.

The characteristic from a power station system application include:

* client server method.

* dispersion input integration.

* preparation/allocation of a master schedule.(utility)

* input of a contract plan schedule.(contractor)

* allocation of the adjustment latest schedule, (utility & contractor)

* input of progress/achievement, (contractor)

* distribution of the newest progress schedule, (utility)

Artemis Sugar Client/Server Svstem configuration

(Sugar) UTEUIS90OO
TRANSACriOH
C L I E N T
(W.DELPHI)

Figure-3 Typical system configuration.
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2.4.3. Practical use for on-site work schedule control

A Sugar is applied at companies conducting periodic-inspection planning in Japan, and in 6

project sites within Toshiba involved in its outage management business. Work schedule

control is carried out. Each site is connected with the Toshiba intranet. The actual result is that

50 periodic-inspection projects have been conducted up to the current time.

2.4.4. Practical use to a modification construction plan

Toshiba is developing operation plant business for 19 units. These plants are fixed targets.

Although modification construction is carried out. Sugar is utilized in Toshiba to examine

potential modifications to the construction plans (an engineering schedule, on-site process

examination, resources examination).

2.4.5. Practical use for a construction project

Application of Sugar has also been started for project management of a plant construction

project.

3. DEMONSTRATION

4. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATIONS

The introductory proposal of Sugar is promoted in each electric-power company, and it is also

attended in Toshiba from now on. Introduction is preceded and template data preparation

business or system introduction consulting business is also considered if needed. Moreover

Sugar, a work management system (work order), and the cooperation system with a plant

risk monitor are proposed in the electric-power company to which introduction is going, and it

will be further developed into a tool for "realization of safe and positive outage work" in the

future.
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